
A Smarter, Faster Way to Optimize Your 
Learning at Scale
Your organization’s knowledge lives in your learning content. Tap into that 

knowledge base with the power of generative AI.

Learning Content AIQ includes 

an AI tool and expert team to 

map and optimize your learning 

content, giving you the power to 

organize, update, and analyze 

your learning content at scale.

Built on the trusted Microsoft® 

technology stack and backed by 

decades of learning experience, 

our solution cleans your learning 

data and generates a trusted 

knowledge base of your content.

Learning Content AIQ  
AI For Your Learning Content



Unlock Your Learning Content And AI-Enable Your L&D Team

This is a perfect activity to do as part 

of any Learning platform migration or 

content rationalization exercise.

Once your learning data is optimized, 

you will be prepared for more advanced 

AI solutions based on your trusted 

knowledge base, such as:

•  Faster and more efficient learning 

design and development

• Personalized learning chatbots

• Scalable coaching and mentoring

• Skills analyses and insights
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Human+AI as an Accelerator for Your Business
Even the best technology fails if not used to its full potential. With the right technology, process, and 

team, AI will enable your organization to do what it couldn’t before.

Take advantage of the strength and 

efficiency of AI. With your content  

AI-enabled, you will be able to use a  

chat interface or API to:

•  Update or write missing  

learning objectives

• Tag content to your skill taxonomy

• Generate assessments

• Create course outlines

• Identify content and skill gaps

• Replace missing or corrupted data

To learn more about LearningContent AIQ, visit www.gpstrategies.com/learning-content-AIQ
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